All-Tournament Team, High Point Player, and MVP Scorekeeping
The All-Tournament Team and MVP scorekeeping procedure should be quite simple.
One of the judges in each room will serve as the All-Tournament Team scorekeeper. These judges will
be provided with the All-Tournament Team records score sheets which contain blanks for the names of the
players which the judge will fill in after asking players their names. The judge will simply use hash (tally)
marks to indicate toss-ups which have been answered correctly by players in the three quarters in which
tossups are asked. The judge should check with the regular scorekeeper to make sure both score sheets have
the same number of toss-ups indicated as answered after Quarters 1, 2, and 4. The All-Tournament Team
scorekeeper should not count bonus questions or 60-second round questions even if it can be determined which
student gave the actual correct answer. Only toss-up questions are counted.
After the game is over, the scorekeeper should total the hash marks for each student and write the totals
in the Totals column. The judge should then take or send the score sheet to the record-keeper.
The record-keeper will transfer these game totals to the Student Totals From All Games sheets for each
team. The record-keeper will add up the total number of toss-ups answered by each player and divide that total
by the number of games that player’s team played. Do not round these scores. This will determine the
student’s average score. These average scores will be used to determine the All-Tournament Team and the
MVP (includes all preliminary and tournament games)
All students with at least a five point average (5.0 and above) will be placed on the AllTournament
Team. Add additional lists as needed.
Most Valuable Player : the player from the final two teams with the highest average (must be 5.0 or
better) of toss-ups answered (not the total number answered) will be named the tournament’s MVP and would
be a member of the All-Tournament Team as well. If no student has a 5.0 average or better in the final two
teams, there will be no MVP.
High Point Player: If a player who is not on the final two teams has a higher average than the MVP
(must be 5.0 or better), he will be recognized as the high point player.
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